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Accommodation 
Most exchange students (all New Zealander’s) lived on 
campus which requires applying online. There are 3 I would 
say main places to stay which include Walter Gage, Fairview 
and Ponderosa. A pro about ponderosa is the double bed, 
the escape if you like to be alone more often, the building 
has its own gym and study areas overlooking Wreck beach 
and the overall cleanliness I was in Ponderosa which I got 
unlucky and had a studio room (some would say lucky) but I 
spent most of my time not in my room and at friends or out 
exploring. I would highly recommend Walter Gage (towers 
which are near the bus stop or gym or Law Students), or 
Fairview apartments which are a little bit further away, closer to other bus stops and the main 
student nest is in the centre of all three of these accommodations. The apartments in both are single 
sex and sometimes the whole floor, but if you find yourself up on a top floor you have an awesome 
view of UBC, Vancouver and the mountains. If you are on a tight budget you may want to think 
about living off campus (only some short bus rides away, which are free with your ‘compass card’. 
This is because UBC housing is super expensive. The massive downside about living on campus is you 
have to supply all of your own appliances, bed linen, plates and cutlery, there is a free shop in the 
nest where you might be able to pick some things up or thrift shops/ikea. I would advise messaging 
someone early from Otago that is already on exchange or even the exchange page as people will 
want to get rid of their stuff for some money (a lot cheaper) but this would only work if you are 
heading there Otago semester 1 but UBC semester 2. 
 
Money Matters 
Vancouver has just been named one of the most expensive cities to live in, but it can be 
manageable. When I was in Canada the exchange rate wasn’t too bad, and still isn’t but it is more 
expensive accommodation wise than living in Dunedin. As a UBC student you have access to get a 
UPass as part of the student fees, which allows you to use public transport over Vancouver for free, 
which gives you access to grouse mountain, Stanley park and Capilano suspension bridge and Lynn 
Canyon Suspension bridge just to name a few! I had a Canadian bank account as there were no fees 
and I was in Canada for a year, in terms of phone plans its much better to have a credit card and say 
that you live in Canada then getting a prepaid account, there is wifi in lots of places but I did find it 
helpful and got a pretty decent plan (nothing like Vodafone or spark though). 
For food, I always shopped at Safeway compared to the Save on Foods or other campus stores 
(super expensive because of their location). No Frills is great for long term bulk food and Save on is 
closer to campus (on campus but a 30min walk away from main campus), Safeway had the best of 
both worlds and a great selection (Kind of like Countdown).  
One of the reasons why BC is expensive is the PST and GST this is 12% tax which is not actually 
included in the price before you buy something for example a pair of hiking boots, its not the true 
price on the ticket, you have to add the tax. On top of this, at a restaurant the average tipping price 
is around 15-20%, paying by card is simple as the machine will ask you how much in percentage or 
dollar amount. Sometimes foreigners are a bit stingy when paying the hospitality industry, but 
having worked there before, it is a large amount of how they earn their pay as their wages could be 



a lot lower than you think, so PLEASE make sure you are generous/give what you do believe they 
deserve.  
 
Academics/Course load 
I took three papers at UBC, this was the minimum for UBC (similar to Otago) and all the papers I 
needed to take. I found my papers to be similar level or easier than the Otago course load, as most 
UBC students take around 5 papers in Commerce. Your grades are split more equally and the 
assignments were more team based and quicker (not long winded assignments). I found three 
papers super manageable to go travelling as I only spent one weekend in Vancouver city the whole 
exchange. 
 
Transportation 
As mentioned in Money Matters – make sure you apply for the UPass (before you get there) with 
your UBC number. There are also car shares called Evo to name one (but there are plenty more) 
where you sign up and can take an Evo anywhere and park it in spots that are located around 
Vancouver for a certain time fee that gets charged to you. This is a great way to get places faster 
(sometimes more than half the time of buses, especially when a bus can take 1 hour) and pretty 
cheap when you get a group of friends, or even to access places like Brandywine falls  (must do) as 
public transport doesn’t get there (as its by Whistler). There is also Rent a Car, Rent a Wreck and 
other car companies (if your over 21) which will rent to you. Rent a Wreck is a bit dodgy and a lot of 
people have had issues but I never did, and I was under 20 with no underage fee.  
 
Weather 
Canada in general is cold in winter but everything is well heated (especially compared to Dunedin 
Flats). Vancouver is quite similar to Dunedin in the winter as its rains, commonly known as 
Raincouver. I never used an umbrella as typically it can get quite windy so #1 thing to have would be 
a good and warm rain jacket. A pair of blundstones got me through the semester without wearing 
gum boots but gum boots are also a good option! 
We were lucky (unlucky) enough to have a lot of snow upcoming and during exams which made for 
lovely snow covered beaches but Vancouver hadn’t had snow in 
like that for a long time, so some exams were cancelled and the 
city found it hard to cope with the snow. The bonus of this was 
Whistler’s opening day was full of powder! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Left: Wreck Beach, UBC  
Right: Peyto Lake, Banff National Park 
 
 
 



Places to visit, Things to Do 
You have a massive range of access to some of my favourite parts in North America. I spent very 
little time in the weekends in Vancouver as I did a lot of travelling. Some places I visited included 
Washington: Olympic National Park, Seattle, Mt Baker National Park, Bellingham (cute little town), 
Oregon: Painted Hills, Mt Hood National Park, Portland, The Coastline (Cannon beach), BC – Fernie, 
Revelstoke, Sunshine coast, Tofino!!!!, Vancouver island – Victoria. Alberta – Banff, Icefields 
Parkway, Jasper National Park, Yukon – Whitehorse and so many other places! There is plenty of 
mountains and hikes around Vancouver there is no excuse but to go out and explore! We went dog 
sledding, snow shoeing, skiing, hiking, tobogganing etc. I would also recommend finding some cheap 
tickets on craigslist. Also close beaches around UBC are Jericho, Kitsilano and Sunset beach. English 
bay is also beautiful on a nice day and there is a few places to eat around there too! I also really 
enjoyed the Granville Island markets which is only a short car or bus ride away.  

top left: Yoho National Park top right: Whitehorse, Yukon 
bottom left: Sunshine Coast trip with ESC bottom right: Whitehorse Yukon (-30 degrees) 
 
University Life 
UBC always has something to do including the Thunderbird games, loads of social clubs that organise 
weekend and day adventures including the Exchange Student Club, Outdoors Club, Kayak Club and 
Ski and Snowboard Club. There are pubs on campus, and the nest sometimes hosts events and there 
is Karaoke on 4th street! Make sure you always take two pieces of ID, Drivers license and credit card 
with your name will suffice. In America you need your passport to get into most places, as our dates 
are round the other way.  
The Exchange club is a great way to meet other people on exchange and in the same position and 
mindset as you, they organise loads of events during the semester but these often are slightly 
expensive and fill up quickly with limited spaces. Student rec at UBC is also popular, with loads of 



sports where you can join competitively or socially and make a team, there is also an aquatic centre 
and an ice skating rink. I highly recommend joining some of the yoga classes or aqua yoga classes, 
there are so many classes to offer with small fees (very small) which are really well priced and a 
great deal!  
Some great spots around campus is Wreck Beach, The Anthropology Museum (free for students),  
 

Left: Vancouver Island 
Above: La Push, Washington 


